Featured Readings: The Holy Land and Sacred Sites
The Atlas of Holy Places and Sacred Sites, Colin Wilson
A guide to the world’s most sacred and religious places that discusses the myths, legends, and relevance
of the religious centers, including Jerusalem and Mecca
The Stones Cry Out, William W. Francis
The author graphically describes the salient sites mentioned in the Gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke,
John and other books of the Old and New Testaments. His assiduous research and on-site observation
provide a unique characterization of Jesus’ parables and miracles by location.
Great People of the Bible and How They Lived, Reader’s Digest
Great figures of the Bible are seen in the context of their own times. The timeless stories of the Bible are
linked with the most recent archaeological studies.
Walking the Bible, Bruce Feiler, 2005
The author describes his transformative journey to biblical sites throughout Israel, Iraq and Iran.
Jesus: A Pilgrimage, James Martin, SJ
Part travel guide, part spiritual reflection, and part Scripture study, this volume recreates the world of
first century Galilee and Judea, combining the fascinating insights of historical Jesus studies with
profound spiritual reflections about the Christ of faith.
Inside the Vatican, Bart McDowell and James Stanfield
Photographer James Stanfield was granted unprecedented access to areas of the Vatican rarely open to
the public. In collaboration with McDowell he created a behind-the-scenes tour of the Vatican, revealing
its secrets and magnificent art treasures through 150 full-color photos.
The Holy Land, Jerome Murphy-O’Connor
In this archaeological guide for travelers describing the Holy Land from earliest times to 1700, the author
covers sites of interest from prehistoric sites through Jewish underground systems and Roman temples
to Byzantine synagogues and crusader mills. Many entries are usefully supplemented with detailed
maps, plans and illustrations.
See the Good Land, Watchtower Bible and Tract Society
Refresh your knowledge of the Holy Land or discover new facts through illustrations and detailed maps
of Old and New Testament cities.
Atlas of the Bible: Illustrated Guide to the Holy Land, Reader’s Digest
An ideal tool for learning the historical landscape of the Holy Land through biblical references and
illustrated maps and photographs.

